
FUJI RACING CYLINDER 4 

COOLANT FLOW MOD 

FRCO114/FRCO115 

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS 

 

TOOLS NEEDED 
12mm Allen Key Socket  

Matching Rachet & Extension  

24mm Deep Socket  

26mm Spanner 

Hose Cutters/Sharp Blade 

Pliers  

You may also need (for removing Radiator hose & heater matrix hose) 

Flat blade Screw Driver  

8mm socket, extension & rachet 

 

 

 

Step 1. 

Allow engine to cool, remove engine undertray if fitted. Drain engine coolant, this can be 

done by removing the lower radiator hose and allow coolant to drain into a container. If you 

will be using new coolant, please dispose of the old coolant correctly.  

 

Step 2. 

Locate the 12mm allen key bung on the LH cylinder, these generally 

have thread lock/sealant fitted from factory so they will be tight.  

Clean the cylinder head threads and the face of the casing where the 

fitting will sit against now screw in the cylinder head adaptor (would 

recommend putting sealant on the threads like Threebond but is 

supplied with washer) into the cylinder head and tighten using the 

24mm socket. Now screw the 45-degree fitting onto the head 



adaptor then push the 20cmm hose section on the 45 degree and secure with 1 of the 

spring clips or Jubilee clips supplied in the kit. 

 

Step 3.  

Now locate the heater matrix hose which goes to the water pump bypass steel pipe. (not 

the matrix hose which goes to the cylinder block cross over pipe) Measure where you need 

to cut so you can add the T piece supplied in the kit. Once cut add the t piece to the heater 

matrix hose and secure each end with the spring clips supplied. If you don’t want to cut your 

heater matrix hose, we supply an extra piece of hose in the kit, so you don’t need to. 

(picture below of how this set up looks) Now if you have cut you heater hose, join the t 

piece to the hose coming off the cylinder and secure with the spring clip supplied in the kit. 

 
 

Step 4.  

Now that the Fuji Coolant flow mod is fitted. It is now time to refit radiator hose and fill the 

system with coolant. Once you have the system filled with coolant, start the car up and 

bleed the cooling system. Once up to operating temperature check for leaks. If all is good 

refit undertray and recheck coolant when engine is fully cooled.  

 

 

 


